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OP freshman killed in tragic auto accident
ZAMANSKY
Editor
)P

freshman Adrian
was killed in a car
lent Saturday, October 17
pd 9:30 a.m. in Atwater,
Ivhile heading to a high
|ol band festival in Santa
exact details of how
s was killed remain
r. However, Public
y Director Jerry Houston
jrmed that "the accident
Ived some sort of colliwitli Bowers dying
ediately." The type of
cle Bowers was in at the
is not known,
veryone here is very sadd by this tragic accident,"
Joe Martinez, the head
lent of Grace Covell.
bwers was described as a

"really sweet guy" by many
of the residents that lived in
his section of Grace Covell.
Bowers was majoring in elec
trical engineering at the time
of his accident. The reaction
that stemmed from Bowers'
sudden, unexpected death
was that of remorse and sad
ness. Bowers' roommate, Nick
Scheffel, felt enormous loss
and shock. Scheffel, a fresh
man majoring in the same
field as Bowers, said, "It was a
big shock. We were pretty
close. I didn't know how to
react to something like this."
Martinez said that other
residents' reactions have var
ied. "Some," he said, "want
ed to know what had hap
pened and how. Others just
wanted to know how they
could help or if they could
help."

A funeral was held for
Bowers in Atwater last
Thursday. In attendance were
UOP's Chaplain Mark Zier,
Bowers's Resident Assistant
Melinda Bahem, and Scheffel.
According to Zier, Bowers'
aunt, who is a graduate of
UOP, spoke "glowingly of the
kind, gentle person Adrian
was. He was very close to his
family."
Bahem expressed her sor
row as well, stating, "This is a
hard thing to deal with. I was
able to go to the funeral held
for Adrian and that helped
me a lot. It allowed me to let
out a lot of emotion."
Being a Resident Assistant
meant Bahem had to "look
out for her residents and be
there if they had any ques
tions" regarding the tragic
See Accident, page 4

Tiiere will be a memorial serivce held today at 11 a.m. in Morris

"classical" protest against the changing of KUOP
•X ZAMANSKY
rs Editor
[BringBacktheMusic" was
theme of the protest held
t Friday over on Hand Hall
ivn in front of the KUOP
Jio station office. Starting
•2 p.m., between 40 to 50
lople arrived to hear
|rious forms of music
rformed live and to hear
rious announcements and
lort speeches by host and
mer KUOP personality Jeff
>bas.
"Just because we are classilisteners doesn't mean we
n't listen to other types of
usic," said one spectator
shing to remain anonyous.
The protest featured such

artists as Kin
Angelis, Roi
Thompson
the
Rive
B o t t o n
Boogie Band
and
Juli<
Inglasses.
" Withou
K U O P ':
attention,'
said Angelis
"I wouldn'
have had th<
sold
ou
concerts
had later."
A b b a s
when asked Loyal KUOP listeners on Knoles Lawn to protest die KUOP programming change.
resigned from KUOP stated
that, "he wasn't happy
anymore and that [his] heart

Today

was in the classics." The
protest took weeks to prepare
and many people in the form

Friday

Weekend

WEATHER

of committees helped to make
the event stand out on the
campus lawn.

Saturday

Sunday

r-n

1

Mostly Cloudy
Hi: 64 Low: 45

Sunny
Hi: 72 Low: 45

Mostly Cloudy
Hi: 65 Low: 45

Mostly Cloudy
Hi: 65 Low: 45

Andrea Metz, one of the
coordinators of the KUOP
protest, said, "By doing this,
we are bringing public atten
tion to the issue and hopefully
to make the university look
for a compromise."
Dennis
Kita, General
Manager
for
KUOP,
disagreed stating, "We have
no plans to change program
ming at this point." In giving
his own reflection of the situa
tion, Kita denounced the
protesters' actions.
"I find it sad that the gener
ation protesting here has a
vision so small."
Kita
furthered this by stating,
"This was the same genera
tion that protested for change
back in the 1960s. Now they
are
protesting
against
change."
The"BringBack the Music"
protest on Hand Hall Lawn
ended around 6 p.m. Despite
the protest against the new
programming format, KUOP
does not intend to revert back
to all-classical music.

Across the Nation
October 15 - 21,1998
Prepared by Jerry L. Houston
Associate Director of Public Safety
VANDALISM

Where

Raymond Great Hall

Parking Lot #8 (Pharmacy)
Pacific House
Phi Delta Theta
Phi Delta Theta

BURGLARY
When
Oct 15
Oct 16-18
Oct 19
Oct 19

Where
Rudkin Way
Classroom Building
Classroom Building

THEFT
When
Oct 13-14
Oct 21
Oct 21

Where
President's Dr./Pacific Ave.
Grace Covell Hall
Pacific Ave by Tower
Sorority Circle
Near Morris Chapel
Parking Lot #10 (Pharmacy)

Parking permi t
Bicycle
Bicycle

MISCELLANEOUS

When
Oct 17
Oct 17
Oct 18
Oct 18
Oct 18
Oct 20

DUI arrest
Intoxicated student
DUI arrest
DUI arrest
Indecent exposureWarrant arrest

Open Daily from I lam

•S KINK MEXICAN CUISINE
Tacos *Enchiladas -Tot[alas Chiles Rallanoi
p*wct*r>faj • floum
Dr. Carlos Rangel

(209) 474-1754

"Mexican Restaurant"
Food To Go • Catering

Delicious Mexican
food with a twist
7217 Pacific Avenue • Stockton, CA 95207

A Jolly Good lime!

f

Noon to 2 am Everyday

$2.00 Off
AUTHENTIC

'PinballTVs
•Sports
•World's Best
Microbrews
•Full Bar with
Daily Drink

Food ServeT'VR'RVnilfMM
12-2pm&

NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA
SANDWICHES • FRESH SALADS • SOUP

Any Large Pizz
with coupon

DRAFT BEER • WINES

2300 W. Alpine Ave
JB£ (1 Block From 1-5)
462-6668

one coupon
per pizza
| expires 1/31/99 f
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eciding future stresses undeclared students
IRISTEN HUTMACHER
taff Writer

Rarely does one find a
liege student who hasn't
least thought about
anging his or her major
ince or twice. There are
any people who believe
ley know what they want
do with their lives so
ley declare
a
major.
However, somewhere along
le line, something happens
the thought of change
[reeps into one's mind.
According to Kenneth
•ay, Associate Dean of the
oilege of the Pacific, there
re a variety of reasons,
irst off, "many students
nter the University as
Exploratory,'
and
are
laced in the College of the
Pacific. From there they can
(ake classes that catch their
nterest and make a deciion as to what they would
like to major in."
With 34 different majors
in COP alone, plus the abilty to design a major, an
ndecided student is bound
o find something that
trikes his or her interest.
For the students that
IHenter with a declared major,
often they take classes that
JBmake them realize their
interests lie elsewhere and
switch to a major enabling

them to explore that area
more in depth.
Another possibility that
seems to be a large reason
as to why students change
their majors may be the fol
lowing: a required class or
two for a certain major
gives a student a hard time,
but at the time, he is
excelling in another class—
one not for his major.
For example, one student
wishing to remain anony
mous said she "was a phar
macy major, but that she
wasn't doing well in her
general chemistry classes."
Public
Speaking
was
required for the pharmacy
major and she "found her
self both doing well in it
and enjoying it. As a result,
[she] changed from a phar
macy major to a communi
cation major."
Dean Day said, "Most
students only change [their
major] once, but some can
change up to three or four
times."
Andrew Parrish, a junior,
is one student who has also
changed majors several
times. He started out in
Computer Engineering his
freshman year, but since an
advisor misinformed him
about all the math required,
he quickly changed to
Business stating, "I didn't

- . . .
.

Pacific student picks up her registration packet for another semester towards her major.
know what to do."
Students
at
the
University are requested to
declare a major by the
beginning of their sopho
more year to take advan
tage of the "finish-in-four
guarantee."
While it makes the col
lege road less bumpy, it is
better to have a clear under
standing of what one wants
to do with his or her life.
Students
do have
the
advantage in knowing that
they have the option of
changing their major in a
"feasible manner".

Reed elected ASUOP senator
HINKLE
Writer
The newest Senator for the
of Business is Heather
IReed, a junior from San Jose.
IWhile this is Reed's first time
Iinvolved with student govern
ment, she "doesn't see this as a
| liability but as an asset."
According to Reed, she "sort
of enjoys her apolitical stance
which she feels helps her
understand the students bet
ter." Reed's biggest factor in
influencing her decision to
apply for the position was, "I
saw what the 'Pacifican' was
writing about ASUOP and 1
wanted to fix the gripes from
students
in
regards
to

ASUOP."
As senator, Reed will be rep
resenting SASBA at ASUOP.
When asked whether she
thinks SASBA could be doing
more to help it's students she
replied, "They could be doing
a lot more, it's a matter of
working through their goals.
SASBA though, has a lot of
strong leaders."
As for how she herself
would go about doing this she
answered, "My goal is to work
with the clubs and SASBA,
there seems to be a communi
cation barrier between the two.
The officers in SASBA, need to
remember that they're here to
serve the students."
In relation to ASUOP, three

—-

things she felt that ASUOP did
and should be encouraged
were "They represent the stu
dent body well, they bring pro
grams to the student body that
benefit campus life, and they
lead UOP into the future."
ASUOP President Russell
Marzette, when asked what
quality Reed had that would
help ASUOP the most, replied,
"She has a very upbeat spirit
and it will help us to carry
through some of the more dif
ficult times on the Senate
floor."
Heather Reed is a member
of Delta Sigma Pi, and is
expected to be confirmed as
Senator at Tuesday's Senate
Meeting.

Thinking About taw School?
Attend the

Bay Area
law Day
Meet representatives from more than 90 ABA-approved
law schools across the country. Find out about law
programs, collect admissions materials, and have your
questions answered.

When: Sunday, November 8,1998
12 noon to 6 p.m.

Where: Masonic Center
1111 California Street (Nob Hill), San Francisco

THIS EVENT IS FREE
Sponsored by the Northern California ABA Law Schools & Law Services
Minority information panels sponsored by law Services
will begin at 11:30 a.m.

Transportation
MUNI:

• Cable Car ($2). California Line or Powell/Hyde Line
• Buses (S1>, lines 1 and 27

BART:
Nearest station is Powell Street. Take Powell/Hyde cable car
from the station.
PARKING: limited parking is available at the Masonic Center garage
Masonic Center is wheelchair accessible.

>
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CIP holds a Halloween bash
CAROL WHITE
Staff Writer
On Saturday, October 24,
in the South Gym, the UOP
Community
Involvement
Program (CIP) brought joy to
about 100 disadvantaged
children from Stockton in the
form of a Halloween celebra
tion.
CIP was the main sponsor
of the event, and invited
other organizations to partic
ipate, such as the YMCA,
Mary Graham's Kids, the
Boy's and Girl's Club, and
the Big Brothers and Big
Sisters of San Jaoquin
County.
The kids, varying in age
from 5 to 16 years, went to
see the recently-made "Dr.
Doolittle"
with
their
assigned volunteer from the
UOP's Big Brothers and
Sisters Club.
Then they returned to
campus for more fun, con
tests, music and raffles.
"It is important to partici
pate as a UOP student
because it is nice to give back
to the community and to help

Accident.

Continued from page 1

incident. Bahem also said
that the Counseling Center
has made itself very available
to students who have con
cerns or just need to talk with

There will be a
memorial service held
today for Bowers
tentatively starting
at 1 lam in
Morris Chapel.
a counselor over the matter.
There will be a memorial
service held today for
Bowers tentatively starting at
11am in Morris Chapel.
Chaplain Mark Zier will be
leading the service. Bowers'
mother is expected to be in
attendance. "Our sympathy
goes out to the family," said
Zier.

TH1 P

I From the Archives on March^&^Jj
Laughton p r a i s e s
Pacific a l u m n u s

met. He seem&
voice for readirtg, *V
Charles Laughton, the
Those who
eminent motion picture and Laughton will
stage actor, believes Jack "Trains and the IVlooi
Jones, a College of the Pacific ing is a favorite.
graduate in 1952, may be a
The noted actor':
future dramatic star.
for Jones also roflec
Laughton,
yotldg
who appeared
b a c k gr
here this week The noted actor's and fcrai
in his own read
praise for Jones Pacific!
ing show, said also reflected the in
wh
he never saw a
had fou:
young actor's
young man "so
of studv.
determined to background and
The
be an actor."
w
h
o
n
training in Pacific
Jones at present
mind ed
Theater, in which recent
traveling with RHNMBHRJiili
K L-_
tr;
and working for he had four years compai
Laughton
of Studv
"Don
j
uisiuuy.
j"
THE PACIFICAN

CIP Halloween party entertains community youth.
kids succeed," commented out. It only takes a couple
Ben Oppenheimer, an AKL hours and can make a world
volunteer.
of difference to a child."
Andy Nonaka, a junior,
The event made the chil
participated in this event sim dren very happy and many
ply because "it's fun hanging said that they "were glad
out with the children."
they came."
Eric Kaw, the President of
For more information con
UOP's Big Brothers and tact Stephan Coggs, CIP
Sisters Club stated that "any sponsor at 946-2436 or Eric
one's welcome to come help Kaw at 800-607-9611.

SHO Ml

iE

He]

himself — his
the
appearance here two years COP dramatic star's
ago was a big hit as was dation of literature: <
Tuesday night's reading per development as
formance — Laughton made indicating what the
this comment on Jones' man learned from E
reading technique:
DeMarcus Brown ai
"Jack has more capabili assistant, Tony Reed is
ties for reading Thomas basis for his future <.
Wolfe than anyone 1 ever stage.

JAPANESE CUISINE

Pacific State Hank

Traditional Japanese Delicacies... To Go or Eat In

Seafood, Sushi, Meat/Fowl
Lunch: Monday - Saturday 11:30 to 2:15
Dinner: Monday - Saturday 5:00 to 9:(X)
419 Lincoln Center • Stockton • CA • 95207

YOUR BANK FOR YOUR FUTURE

Phone • (2091 951 .4525

UOP STUDENT CHECKIIN
ACCOUNT - $3.00 per monn
Stop by one of our offices to discus*
Credit Cards
Savings Accounts
Altaville
Columbia
Stockton

Member

FD1C

1

736-4655
536-5900
943-7400

Arnold
Groveland
Tracy

http://wwwpaciriestatebarik.com
pacstate@aol.eoin

795-1S«
962-45839-2".
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ate crimes are no more than crimes
The following ediforial dcnls
ith hate crimes and whether
not these crimes should hold
double standard in our legal
stem. What makes a murder
a hate crime any different
ban murder? Some of the cou
nt of this editorial may upset,
icken, or infuriate the reader,
owner, this is the reaction
ny normal, caring, thinking
umarr should have:

On Monday, October 12, a
1 year old college student
amed Matthew Shepard
ied in a hospital. He had
emained in this hospital for
ive days. Shepard was
ured out of a bar by two
male students in Laramie,
Wyoming. He was beaten,
?urned, and tied to a fence
post, where he was left to
die in the cold. The probable
provocation of the attack
was that Shepard was gay.
The two men responsible
have been arrested, as well
as their girlfriends, who
were charged as accessories

to the crime. The incident perception occurred at the
has rekindled the debate on funeral
for
Matthew
hate
crime
legislation. Shepard. The Christian
Wyoming is currently one of fringe stood outside the
ten states without hate church picketing the funer
crime legislation, and a al, holding up obscene signs
movement is now going on and shouting. There was a
to pass federal hate crime great degree of hate in this
legislation.
group for a man who most if
How exactly do we define all of these people did not
a hate crime? Almost every even know.
violent crime is enacted
The church had a sign
with a certain degree of above the doorway saying
hate. Most murders occur in "love thy neighbour," and I
the heat of the moment, and have heard many Christians
the murderer does indeed preach this. After the actions
feel that he hates the victim. of the crowd in Wyoming,
Is a hate crime only a hate maybe this phrase should
crime if the victim happens read "Love thy neighbour,
to belong to a minority or unless he is gay, of a differ
because the victim is differ ent faith, or we simply just
ent by society's standards?
don't approve of him."
If this is the case, then
Should those who commit
hate crimes should be "hate crimes" be punished
blamed on society. If indeed more than if the words "hate
society's perception of cer crime" were not attached to
tain groups determines a their offense? No, absolutely
hate crime, then these stan not, under no circumstance
dards must change.
should the words "hate
A perfect example of this crime" make a punishment

more severe. This is a dou
ble standard, and should
not apply to the law. The
whole idea of justice is that
it is blind; therefore, justice
cannot see a "hate crime" as
anything more than a crime.
The law must be allowed
to judge an offense on its
severity and manner. In the
case of the two men who
killed Shepard, it was one of
the most vile and disgusting
acts there could ever be. Let
us hope that the death
penalty may apply in this
case, but let us not continue
to call these acts hate
crimes.
A crime is a crime, and
the occurrances in each par
ticular crime should be
weighed individually to
determine the punishment.
This is the reason we have a
judge and jury. However,
there should never be more
consideration to a crime
because someone decides to
call it a hate crime.

Pacifican editorals represent the views of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, or drop one off at our office on the
third floor of Hand Hall, or e-mail us at pacifican@uop.edu. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number.
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Student expresses concern
John B takes offense to being called nerds
Dear Editor,

went around and inter
viewed all of the honors stu
dents, especially those in
John B, the surveyor would
be lucky to even get a frac
tion of a minority of people,
if any at all, to say that they
came here for the Ethernet.
Personally I would like to
shake the hand of anybody
who chose to come to UOP
for the Ethernet.I bet I won't
be shaking hands any time
soon.

you can attend which have
Ethernet connections which
some people seem to be so
upset about. If you are so
upset about the cost of
attending UOP, I'm sure
there are plenty of other
schools that would be happy
to accept your check. I'm not
forcing anyone to attend
UOP and nobody else is
except for maybe the parents
of some students.
In
conclusion, before
somebody
voices
their
deep"
thoughts
about
something that is bothering
them, perhaps they should
get the facts straight and
avoid using the "nerds" as
scapegoats. Perhaps they
should also look at the big
picture instead of everything
that lies right before their
eyes. Who knows, maybe the
people who want their
Ethernet so badly are just
upset because they can't
download their porno fast
enough.

I'd like to address the let
ter entitled "Student shares
hit views on Ethernet and
it s politics," from the
October ] issue. The article
made some very offensive
statements
about
John
Ballantyne, its residents, and
UOP.
I would like to summarize
what the article stated for
those who did not get the
chance to read it. The article
Perhaps another reason
basically said that there is no
why the "nerds" chose UOP
access
for
the
Greek
is because it's actually
Residences, UC Apartments, cheaper for some of us who
and the Townhouses. The
were fortunate enough to
article went on to say that
receive financial aid or
the residents of John B are all scholarships
which
UC
a bunch of "nerds" who
Berkeley or Stanford could
came to UOP for the
not offer. Some of us "nerds"
Ethernet.
were, God forbid, turned
Some of the larger resi
down by Berkeley and
dence halls demanded and
Stanford because we didn't
got Ethernet access purely
have enough b.s. in our
because they were so large applications.
and had so much pull. Casa
I admit that it is unfair
Werner and Casa Jackson
that the Townhouses, UC
lucked out because the 49ers
Apartments, and Greek
I cordially invite anyone
stayed there this summer.
houses don't have the
who is interested in finding
The writer then continues by
Ethernet. However, would
out why the "nerds" of John
saying that we pay the sec
you start an expensive pro
B decided to attend UOP, to
ond highest tuition in
ject such as Ethernet installa
California and wonders
come to one of our commu
tion on such remote areas
where the money goes. The
nity council meetings on
which house a small fraction
writer then proclaims that he
Thursday at 9:30 p.m. in the
of all of the students?
will not target any groups,
first story lounge of John B I
An old saying that comes
and concludes that we all
promise that you will
to mind is, "if you can't
know where the money real
receive frank responses that
stand the heat, get out of the
ly goes, which explains why
have nothing to do with
kitchen." In other words, if
Ethernet.
UOP is in such a dismal state
you
don't like UOP, by all
of affairs.
means, leave. There are
For starters, if someone
yours truly,
many other universities that

Question of the wee
COMPILED BY JOE DEVERA

Should someone be punished n^i
for a hate crime simply because it j
called a hate crime?
"I don't think so,

"%MledbyaU

crime, its murder
both ways. If the
punishments were
changed, it'dbeoin
of bias, not laws."
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crimes and should
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severely/'
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\The Weekly Rant

Corpus Christi sparks debate among Christians

•ISCOTT SWITZER
(Opinion Editor
Last week, the long awaitled play Corpus Christi
[opened in theatres. The play
[has sparked heated debate
[and protest for its controverJsial stance. The play portrays
[jesus as being gay, as well as
1 having sex with his disciples.
Naturally, this portrayal
[sparked immediate protest
[from the religious in this
[country. Death threats were
I sent to the writers, produc
ers, and actors of the play,
I and a barricade was set up to

keep protesters at a distance
opening night. Metal detec
tors were installed to check
all of those who desired to
see the play, just in case.
The protesters held a vari
ety of signs, quoted the
Bible, and almost literally
foamed at the mouth while
shouting at the crowd enter
ing to see the play. One ques
tion, did any of these people
fail to realize that if they are
so opposed to this play, then
they don't have to go see it?
It is not their decision as to
whether or not other people
do wish to see it, and the

sooner these people realize
that, the better we will all be.
The most noticeable signs
held up by the protesters
proclaimed that Corpus
Christi was nothing more
than hate speech. To anyone
with half a brain, this is
nothing more than a lie,
plain and simple. The reason
to claim the play is hate
speech is that it would then
no longer be protected by the
first amendment, and could
be stopped.
I have got news for any
one making these "hate
speech" claims. Just because

Abortion is a woman's choice
SARAH CLASS
I Staff Writer
The distinction between
pro-life and
pro-choice
groups is simple: individu
als who adopt the pro-life
belief preach that abortion
should be illegal because it
is murder, and those who
call themselves pro-choice
believe that government
should allow women to
choose to get an abortion up
to a certain period of gesta
tion, or to not get an abor
tion at all.
For this reason, so-called
pro-life advocates should
instead be called anti-choice
advocates. The title pro-life
is misleading because it
suggests that the pro-choice
individuals are anti-life, but
pro-choice people don't
directly advocate abortion
itself, they simply advocate
choice. In addition, the title
'anti-choice' is more felici
tous than the title ' pro-life,'
because groups that bomb
and burn abortion clinics, as
well as shoot doctors who
work in abortion clinics,
certainly aren't working to
preserve human life.
These anti-choice people
believe that it is the govern
ment's right to tell a woman
what she can and cannot do
with her body. If she gets
pregnant, that's her bad
luck. Some argue from a
moral perspective, claiming

that abortion is murder.
This may or may not be
true; for decades there have
been disagreements about
when an embryo can be
considered a human life.
This argument will proba
bly never be settled, or at
least not in our lifetime.
Anti-choice people are
not realistic; they do not
consider the fact that if
abortion were illegal, young
girls would die regularly
from trying to give them
selves
abortions
with
instruments, drinking poi
son, or committing suicide
in order to prevent the
humiliation they may suf
fer. In this case, the woman
and the fetus both would be
lost.
Some feminists have
argued that abortion does
not liberate women, but
rather liberates men from
having to pay child support
or become a father. How
many fathers actually pay
child support? One of the
reasons women get abor
tions is that they cannot
support the child. Chances
are, the father can't either.
Even if the mother gets
extremely
lucky
and
receives a couple hundred
dollars a month from the
child's father, this is not
adequate compensation for
the work she does raising a
child.
An anti-choice person

someone disagrees with
your narrow-minded views,
does not mean their beliefs
are hate speech. The very
same amendment which
guarantees you the right to
your freedom of religion
gives others the right to free
dom of speech, and it is not
up to our overly religious
fringe to determine what
constitutes free speech. The
whole beauty of free speech
is that it is free.
I am sure the religous
fringe would adore the idea
of being able to brainwash
everybody into thinking as

they do. I already know
enough people who believe
that no matter what wrongs
they commit, all that they
must do is go to church and
they may go through their
pearly gates into paradise.
This is my final argument:
Long before Christianity,
many ancient civilizations
accepted people as being
people, with no concern to
the sexual orientation of that
person. Ancient Egypt and
Rome accepted homosexual
ity as a part of their civiliza
tion. Of course, Romans also
fed Christians to the lions.

might
say,
"Abortion
should not be used as a
form of birth control," or,
"She shouldn't have had
sex if she wasn't willing to
face the consequences."
Notice that it is the
woman's responsibility to
worry about birth control
and her fault if she is preg
nant. After all, it is women
who take birth control pills,
get nor-plants, hysterec
tomies, and take shots in
their arms every three
months so that they don't
get pregnant. Men's contri
bution is that they occasion
ally wear condoms, but
they seem to view this as an
inconvenience rather that
their responsibility.
Anti-choice individuals
need to stop their pedantic
speeches on ambiguous and
controversial terms such as
"moral
responsibilities"
and begin to think more
realistically. In the words of
a bumper sticker, "Against
abortion? Don't get one."

Pacific Video
Over 8,000 Videos for sale
Most videos $8.95 or
3 for $25.00
Videos for $3.95
Large adult section for
rent and for sale
All adult films $8.95 each
32i4 Pacific Ave
Right across from Smart Foods
Phone: (209)943-2558

7:30 p.m. Saturday
November 7,1998
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Ups and Political campaigns become annoying
Idowns
IOSF.PH DE
DF VERA
VFRA
JOSEPH
Staff Writer

SCOTT SWITZER
Opinion Editor
In an effort to acknowl
edge students, faculty and
administration, The Pacifican
has decided to run this col
umn twice a semester. This
I column is to acknowledge
both good and bad ideas and
I actions taken on campus. If
you have acknowledgments
that should be brought to
our attention, write a letter to
the editor, e-mail us, or just
drop it off in the box of the
opinion editor in The
Pacifican office.
To Tim Burridge
for standing firm in
his ideals and refus
ing to become an
| ASUOP puppet.
To
Omar
Tmoco, senator of
the School of |
Education, for refusing to
| give interviews.
To Ron L. Ray
for beating a dead
X
horse regarding
I the Information Commons
issue, for showing little class
and for failing to maintain a
I somewhat
professional
appearance.
To
whoever
made the decision
to put sod in Knoles
lawn rather than
waiting for the seed to grow.
To bands who
fail to show up for
scheduled appear| ances at Pacific Hour.
To the protesters
of KUOP for stag
ing a peaceful
protest for a worth| while cause.
The managers
of KUOP who
locked the doors
I to Hand Hall, making it diffiI cult for other businesses in
I that wing to conduct their
J normal Friday business.

z
\

I offer you a challenge.
Between now and the
November elections, try to
watch the full hour of
Jeopardy and Wheel of
Fortune without changing the
channel. By doing this, you
will find that almost 80% of
the commercials are political
campaigns.
Sophomore
Kathleen
Greely, watches Jeopardy at
least three times a week and
gets very upset every time she
sees a political commercial.
Greely complains, "I am so
sick of watching these com
mercials. No one cares about
the issues anymore if they see
those commercials everyday."
Greely's roommate, Gwen
Schmuhl, adds, "Even if I was
voting in November, I would
vote against the issues
because the commercials
annoy the heck out of me."
It is bad enough that these
advertisements run from

;
^
morning
until „._Tf
night, u...
but 23
political commercials in one
hour is just too much to han
dle. The television station
runs several commercials con
secutively. What's even worse
is that sometimes, two com
mercials with opposing sides
are shown right after the
other.
For example, one commer
cial against Proposition 5 said
that the Native Indian tribes
would be exempt from all
state taxes. However, the fol
lowing commercial that sup
ported Proposition 5 said that
the Native Indian tribes
would pay taxes. These con
tradictory messages confuse
the TV audiences.
These campaigns need to
be simple and address voter
needs. If voters are confused,
they may become too frustrat
ed and not even vote on the
issue. They may not even care
enough to make a specific
decision and simply vote on
either side of the issue. These
commercials are supposed to

"HEY,THERE?
YOO-HOOl
SWtfAS&O/ER!
ITSCAMBUCW
SEASON."'

convince voters, not confuse
or frustrate them.
These commercials try to
educate the voters, but the
voters can only learn so
much. After seeing the fifth
or sixth commercial, voters
should be able to make up
their minds on what or who's
side to take. As I yelled at the
television screen during one
of the proposition commer
cials last night, "You have my
vote, now go away!"

Phoenix society alternative

The Phoenix raises up from the ashes at Pacific
Dear Editor,

You may have heard talk
around campus about a group
calling themselves the Phoenix
Society Well, in order to
inform the UOP community
about us, we thought it would
be a good idea to write an arti
cle in the Pacifican. The
Phoenix Society is a social
organization that offers a
unique and rewarding experi
ence for those college men
looking for an alternative to
the school-regulated fraterni
ties. Let's face it, the fraternity
system at UOP is changing.
Some changes are for the better
(e.g. no hazing), yet some are
for the worse (e.g. all houses
alcohol free by the year 2000).
The Phoenix Society grew
out of a need to recapture the
spirit of college life, a spirit
that is fading fast at UOP. With
no football team, mediocre
Homecoming
festivities
(remember the Belushi con
cert?), no school sponsored
concerts with big name artists

such as Santana and Cake, and
with public safety hovering
like vultures over every oncampus party, UOP needs the
injection of excitement that the
Phoenix Society offers.
The name "Phoenix Society"
is derived from the large bird
of Egyptian, Greek, and
Roman
mythology.
The
phoenix lived a life of 500
years, and at the end of its life
it set itself on fire and was con
sumed by the flames. Out of
the ashes came another
phoenix as great as the old, and
this life process was repeated
until the end of time.
We named ourselves after
this mythical bird because it
symbolizes resiliency and
immortality two qualities that
aptly describe the relationships
among our members and the
club itself.
In terms of membership, the
Phoenix Society is very selec
tive. Currently there are 31
male members, and 40 selected
female members (called Little
Friends). A president is select

ed from the men and a
Sweetheart is selected to over
see the Little Friends. Many of
the members are NCAA and
club athletes, and several of the
members are excellent stu
dents with numerous academ
ic awards and distinctions.
In terms of events, the
Phoenix Society will be hosting
several activities throughout
the year, including off-campus
parties, barbecues, brunches at
Mallard's, sorority exchanges,
river rafting, waterslides, ski
trips, Vegas and Reno trips,
and even a formal dance. Our
toga party September 25 was a
huge success, and we thank
everyone who came out. In
order to incorporate a philan
thropic element into the
Society, we will also have an
annual event with the Stockton
Food Bank in which members
will volunteer their time to
plant crops and provide much
needed assistance.
The Men of
The Phoenix Society

43 YEARS of QUALITY
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Breast of Chicken Sandwid
Marinated Carved from the Bo::;

From the Ranch to Us
San Francisco's Best Hamburg;r

We use 100% ground fresh ch„:
The livestock is fed the puresnatural feeds without the use o>
growth hormones or antibiotics

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

Barbequed Beef Saxidwic
from our Wood Burning Oven

Rotisserie Roasted
Breast ofTurkey
Sandwich
BLT Sandwich
Hand cut Apple
Smoked Bacon

Now Serving

Fresh Pacific Red Snapp.
Fish and Chips
Now Serving

Fresh Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters
Freshly Steamed
Artichokes

Salads
•resh Squeezed Lemonac
Milk Shakes
Made with Real
Ice Cream
"STOCKTON'S BEST'
FAST FOOD CAFE

1612 Pacific Ave.

463-6415
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Life experiences influence professor's career path
LARA
LARA ZAMANSKY
ZAMANSKY
Guest
Guest Writer
Writer
Mamie R. Darlington is
the Chair of the Black
Studies Program and the
Associate Professor in the
Sociology
Department.
Darlington is a valuable
asset to UOP's faculty as she
has worked here as a profes
sor, advisor and mentor
since 1992. She enjoys work
ing here on campus teach
ing and mentoring, but
there is more to this lady
then
meets
the
eye.
Darlington teaches all of the
Black Studies courses here
at UOP. She has all the
required degrees and educa
tion to be an excellent
teacher, as well as more
hands-on experience than
most people who teach in
her department. Darlington
hails from Gastonia, North
Carolina. She was born
during a time when most
towns segregated the whites
and the blacks from each
other, especially in the
school system. Darlington

educadid not have all the luxuries Darlington's formal educa
that children who went to tion was continued when
tthe
U o white
n r K i f o schools
r / ' Uhad.
T k This
i c she
c U r i oearned
^ r n o r i lher
i r > r Ph.D.
Pli
i n edu
nHii.
in
administration
did not discourage her from cational
Georgia
State
being all that she could be from
then and all that she is University.
Before Darlington came
today. She also came from a
very positive family who to UOP, she taught for twen
emphasized the importance ty-five years at Atlanta
of education.
Although University in the School of
Darlington was forced to Social Work. The main rea
grow up in such an unfair son for her transfer from the
south to the
society,
her
"The
students
in
west coast of
family,
espe
the
United
cially her moth
my classes
States was her
er, had such a
represent the wide desire for a
positive influ
spectrum of
change in life.
ence over her
Darlington has
that she did not
diversity."
always been a
let
anything
stationary per
prevent
her
- Mamie R. son, but the
from
getting
to
Darlington move
the education
• Stockton was a
that
she
She
deserved.
good one for her.
Darlington accomplished enjoys the atmosphere of
just that! She graduated the school and all the new
from high school and went experiences she is having.
on to college. She received Darlington is now teaching
her BA from Spelman all the black studies classes
College in Atlanta, Georgia in addition to her role as the
before she received her MA advisor of the African
at the University of Georgia. American Student Union.

Broadway, here we come
Drama Building, if they are
not registering through the
The lights are always University. The balance of
bright on Broadway, and an additional $500 will be
now UOP students have the collected through periodic
chance to find out for them installments nearer
the
selves. The Department of departure date.
Theatre Arts is sponsoring a
If the price sounds like a
trip to New York during risk, one should look at the
Spring Break 1999. There is benefits of attending a spon
a special opportunity for sored trip through the
those yearning to see the Big Theatre Arts Department.
Apple and interested in The price, $1,000 is not a
great, live theatre perfor hefty sum in comparison to
mances.
the
package
the
trip
Students are encouraged includes. Airfare, hotel,
to enroll and earn units dur ground transportation, semi
ing the trip by registering for nars, tours and a minimum
Those who of four Broadway shows are
THEA 193.
enroll may also ignore the included!
initial $500 deposit request
Students are encouraged
ed on October 1. Interested to apply early for this educa
travelers may deposit $500, tional and fun opportunity.
by November 2, at the The dates are practical and
THE PACIFICAN

open to every person. March
15 through the 21 (1999
Spring Break) is the sched
uled trip. People eager to
see live theatre should waste
no more time. Register now
and make your deposit at
the Drama Building or regis
ter for the class.
Start spreading the news,
because anyone is welcome.
Even a friend who does not
attend this university may
get involved with this spe
cial event
The Drama
Department and fellow Big
Apple lovers encourage fac
ulty or staff to come along as
well. "We'd love to have
you." One of the most excit
ing things about live theatre
is sharing those special
hours with an audience, so
the more the merrier!

Darlington has always Studies classes, but inot all
been interested in people.
people, of the students in her class
Q K o wants to
i n nunderstand
n H p r Q i a n H es
p q are*
Snp states, "the
are V>1ark
black. She
She
why people do what they students in my classes rep
do and why they are the resent the wide spectrum of
way they are. Her interest diversity." The students are
in her field takes her back to learning information that
her senior year in college they never knew before and
they
are
when
she
becoming
took a course
inspired by
concerning
it. The stu
social work.
dents
are
Once
she
"learning
completed
about people
her MA, she
other
then
was offered a
themselves."
position
in
Darlington
the
social
is
a great
work
field,
teacher and
but
instead
knows a lot
she began her
about
life.
t e a c h i n g
She
takes
c a r e e r .
D a r l i n g t o n M a m i e R - Arlington
every oppornever had a degree in Black tunity to support and pro
Studies, but her real life mote the importance of edu
experiences and persona cation for every human
have given her the prepara being. "Education is the
tion that she has needed to preparation for life." She
hopes that one day the city
be a successful professor.
Darlington really enjoys of Stockton and all people
the diversity in all of her will benefit from the people
classes. She teaches Black who care about education.

Communities
_
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HENRY CHAN
Guest Writer
RHA has combined both
spirit and teamwork to put
together another successful
activity.
RHA's annual
Treasure Hunt event has
taken place for the last sev
eral years but this year's
Treasure Hunt was more
successful than any other
year.
RHA's Activities Director
Michelle Ragsdale planned
and coordinated this year's
Treasure Hunt As an annu
al event for the Residence
Communities,
Treasure
Hunt put communities
against one another in a

' ,

s

, -,C-

It'
search, race, and spirit com
petition for cash prizes.
Points and spirit accumu
late up to the final night's
Treasure Hunt.
Friday night's event has
individual
communities
running around campus
finding clues.
Treasure
Hunt has always been a test
of residents' knowledge
about UOP campus and a
test to their creativity. That
final night proved to be the
most difficult for ali teams.
Teams that worked hard
and received points in the
beginning of the week were
in contention to be the over
all winner for the week.

See RHA, page 10
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Programs excite students

JORGE M. BARRIERE
Guest Writer

Halloween Bash
The ASUOP Programming
Board is gearing up for the
annual
Exotic
Erotic
Halloween Bash. Tim Rayl,
Programming
Affairs
Commissioner for ASUOP
and
chairman
of
the
Programming Board has this
to say about this upcoming
weekend, "I just want to wel
come all of you to the annual
Exotic Erotic Halloween Bash
on Saturday, October 31st
from 9pm-lam! Be ready for
tons of fun as we will be
showing a movie on a drivein movie screen, followed by
a 'wild video dance party!!'
We'll see you on Hand Hall
Lawn or, in case of rain, the
Main Gym!! Any Questions??
Call me at 946-2233."
Legal Services - Free legal
advice from a local attorney
may be obtained through
ASUOP. No matter what
legal issue a student may

I

I f

! I

RHA.

Continued from page 9
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Communities that stood in
contention
were
John
Ballantyne, Farley, Grace
Covell, and the University
Center Apartments. Such
strong showings on the part
of the residents and the col
lective communities con
tributed to the success of the
annual
Residence
Hall
Association's Treasure Hunt.
In other news, the RHA
delegation is ready to depart
for the annual PACURH con
ference. Plans for transporta
tion and participation are in
order. The delegation will be
taking part in activities and
programming
by
other
schools in the PACURH
region which include schools
from Alaska, Canada, and
Pacific region states.
Future programming will
be based on many of the
fresh ideas that the delega
tion returns with from this
national conference.
On Monday, November 9,

have, ASUOP has provided
an attorney to advise students
on legal situations. Legal
issues can be stressful;
ASUOP makes the first step
for students easier by provid
ing a complimentary legal
service. The attorney usually
has four sessions per semester
and the remaining scheduled
sessions for this semester are
November 5 and December
10. He meets with students at
the ASUOP office from 5:30 to
7:30 on these evenings and
the one-on-one sessions are
confidential. This service is
open to undergraduate stu
dents with over 8.5 units.
These sessions are by
appointment only so feel free
to set up an appointment at
the ASUOP office located on
the second level of the
McCaffrey Center across from
the Summit;
Something to think about Although it has not been dis
cussed formally in a Senate
meeting, there have been con
versations in the office about
from 7-9 p.m. at Hammer
Skate, Delta Delta Delta will
be having its Skate-a-thon
fundraiser. Make a pledge to
a participant and you will be
donating to the U.C. Davis
Children's Cancer Research
fund and the Make-a-Wish
Foundation.
If you do not make a
pledge, Hammer Skate will
also be open to all UOP
Students for $3 per person.
All proceeds (pledges and
entrance fees) will all be
donated. Come out for a funfilled night and help a wor
thy cause. RHA has spon
sored this event to show sup
port of this cause.
RHA would like to remind
students that Southwest's
Annual Haunted House will
be taking place this Saturday
night, October 31. Bring
canned foods for reduced
entrance fee. All food collect
ed will be donated to a wor
thy cause.
Wear a costume and get
into the Halloween spirit!

the novel introduction of a
"Pub" to the campus. That's
right, an alcoholic establish
ment on campus. Imagine
that! Universities throughout
the country use bars to pro
vide students with alterna
tives to the binge drinking
that may occur in resident's
rooms or fraternity houses.
University of Wisconsin,
Davidson College, Notre
Dame, and Saint John's
University are a few of the
Campuses throughout the
country that allow the consumption of alcohol in cam
pus-operated establishments.
Tell us what you think. Write
to ASUOP with your ideas
and concerns regarding this
issue.
Address your
envelopes to "ASUOP c/o
Communication Affairs" and
drop it by the ASUOP office
or at any Campus Mail box.
Please feel free to be frank and
honest. These letters may be
anonymous and if they are
not, confidentiality will be
observed.
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Greek Life

I

(excuse the pun!) and he
Alpha Kappa Lambda
J3"
This is the weekend out! Thank you
^
when the freaks come out. our pledges on a
Get away from them, get done this week.
into your costume, and the GOOD WORK-'
Delta Delta Delta
head over to AKL for our
The
ladies of
Halloween bash.
Any
AKL brother that you Delta Delta recognize tn;
know
would
gladly the semester is half ovei.
extend an invitation to This brings much £aTI?''
you. Find that old cos and relief to everyont
tume from last year in UOP. We would just lifc
your closet, and come on to wish everyone a sue
over! Southwest has coor cessful continuation of tit
dinated their annual Fall semester.
Pi Kappa Alpha
Halloween
Haunted
We would like to thani
House which actually
happens on Halloween all who came out and sup
this year. No one should ported us in the Lipr-Sync
miss out on either of these competition. We woo Id
events.
Happy have won without yen
Halloween!
Congratulations to Oelta
Alpha Phi Omega
Gamma and Archania on
The members of Alpha your first place wins d m
Phi Omega are supporting ing Greek Week.
With
Southwest's
annual Greek Week com petition'
Haunted House this year. over, and second place fin
If you see any A-Phi-O ish in our pocket,
we
member putting up dead would like to extend
bodies or kicking around everyone an invitation to
a severed limb or two, feel join us for Monday ISIigE:
free to give us a hand Football.
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Committed to Cesmmttetic%
Inquiry and Social justice in Eefuerertec- -.

UNIVERSITY of
SAN FRANCISCO
Sacramento

a Teacher
Master of Arts in Teaching and the
Multiple Subjects Credential
with CLAD/BCLAD Emphasis

iMormation

Meetings

Wednesday - November 4 - 4:00PM & 6:30PM
Saturday - November 7 - 10:30AM & 12:30PM
Wednesday - December 2 - 4:00PM & 6:30PM
Accepting Applications for Spring 1999
Partial Scholarships provided for all Credential Candidates.

To Mcsme a Space Call (916) 9204524
Sacramento Regional Campus
1485 Response Road Suite 226, Sacramento, CA 95815
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ASIS members enjoy a taste of ethnic diversity

STFPHF.NS
LK. STEPHENS
Hi
all J Metro Editor

W Studying the cultures of
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le worlds is not just an acalemic affair to the students
Ind members
of
the
•rganized Assembly of
ternational
Studies
•ASIS). These students
itack monoculturism with
SUOP sponsored activities
d events. On Friday,
tober 23, OASIS held its
ethnic, off-campus dinig experience at Stockton's
renghis Kahn Mongolian
arbecue.
The menu's offerings were
•sty, and the conversation
as entertaining. Students
fere talking and learning
•ore about one another over
Asian dinner. More than
students and professor
• Derleth attended this
ent.
Hungry college students

filler!
Ko rDclanrinf
filled fthe
restaurant, taking
their turn in line watching
the
mesmerizing
grill.
Service was fast and the staff
was excited to show you
how the food is prepared.
"It was fun, and I liked the
food a lot," said sophomore
Dylan Bartley.
New
students,
those
returning from trips abroad,
and other familiar faces
joined in the cultural gala at
the barbecue style restau
rant. Conversation did not
simmer, even after the for
tune cookies were served.
Going to different cultural
dining establishments is just
one way OASIS brings stu
dents together. Every semes
ter, a ethnic eat-in held at
UOP is also coordinated.
During
these
separate
events, returning students
who went abroad are
encouraged to share their
personal experiences from

c
outside i.lthe comforts
ofr the
United States. A tentative
date for this event is sched
uled for the first Thursday in
November.
A majority of the diners
did belong to the School of
International Studies, how
ever, other constituents were
represented.
Peter Adams, a business
major, and Matt Dunsdon,
an engineering major, repre
sented ASUOP and their
respective
constituencies
while enjoying an ethnic
meal.
OASIS encourages all stu
dents to learn about cultures
and politics of other states.
"Since the globe is getting
smaller, we need to more
about the people around
us," believes OASIS vice
president,
Adriana
Stankovich.
The restaurant is not far
from campus, and it is in a
.1

^

Students and professor enjoy ethnic cuisine and great time.
friendly section of the
Stockton
community.
"Model open daily
President Tim Chansy of
OASIS organized the event
'Unique t,2&3
with members of the OASIS
bedrooms
unnvfk'n
cabinet.
'Park - like setting
«i'J
* « f • * A ¥ 11\

oommates and chaos are commonly
artners in miscommunication
IIRGINIA LUCHETTI
luest Writer
Dear Counseling Connection,
I My roommates are driving me
|rzy. It seems that every time I
ant to study, one of them makes
Esc or gets on the phone. Oh,
jd they leave their stuff all over
7 place — our room looks like a
I mess! I don't want to be rude,
Id what can I do?
Roommate Nightmare

Dear Roommate,

It sounds like you are in
lite a predicament. Living
;ether as roommates can be
of life's biggest challenges
especially when you have
ifferent expectations and
its. Here is a three-part
that might help. (1)
imunicate, (2) communite, and (3) communicate.
Schedule a meeting for the
tree of you. At the meeting,
y to come up with goals that
t>u all share for the 1998-99
ademic year. Then, decide

on action steps that will help
each of you help each other
achieve your goals. This pro
vides an ideal setting for you to
talk about how important it is
to you to be able to study effec
tively. You also might want to
express your desire to keep the
room neat so that you feel com
fortable if you have visitors.
Once you have identified
your goals, you might want to
make a poster that lists each of
the goals. It is most effective if
all three of you work on the
poster together and hang it in a
strategic location in your room.
If you want to keep your goals
private, and do not want to
share them with visitors, you
could use pictures, photos, or
magazine clippings to symbol
ize each goal in a way that is
meaningful for the three of
you, but not obvious to others.
During the meeting, make
sure that you do your best to
understand each person's per
spective. If you are not sure
about something that was said,
ask questions to clarify the
issue. It is also important to
establish rules for the meeting.

Common
meeting
rules
include confidentiality, one
person speaking at a time,
speaking to each other with
respect, and each person being
free to express his or her con
cerns without fear of reprisal.
Even if you do not end up
entirely solving your problem,
you will have made meaning
ful progress in your relation
ship with your roommates.
Sometimes, that is all it takes to
provide the foundation for you
to be secure enough with them
that you can freely share your
feelings and opinions. Having
a good relationship with them
also means that you have
increased your understanding
of their thoughts and feelings
and that each of you are treat
ing each other with care and
respect.
If, your roommate problem
gets out of hand, give us a call
at the Counseling Center, 9462225. One of the counselors
could meet with you one-onone to brainstorm other solu
tions for your predicament.
We could even set up a meet
ing for you and your room

mates to speak with each in the
presence of a trained modera
tor. Most Counseling Center
services are available free to
UOP students, and all services
are completely confidential.
Good luck with your room
mates,
Counseling Connection

'Fireplaces

Best Value!

'Pool/Spa

Best Location!!

Grouse Run Apartments

4738 Grouse Run Drive»(209) 957-6710

6262 West Lane
966-5660
|y | B a r g a i n M a t i n e e s i n ( )
j (K |
Advance Ticket Sales
' Available at the Box Office

iSoldier - R

Fri-Sun: (11:15,2:05,2:30.4:45,5:15)
7:20,7:45,9:55
Mon-Thur: (2:05.4:45.5:15) 7:20,
7:45,9:55

Questions for Counseling |Apt Pupil - R
Daily: (2:20,4:55) 7:30,10:00
Connection should be sent to
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:50)
the Counseling Center Attention:
Counseling I Beloved - R
Daily: (1:30.4:00,5:00) 8:00,9:00
Connection. If you prefer to
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12:00)
send an e-mail, please send it
|Rush Hour - PGI3
to
akrause@uop.edu. Be
Daily: (1:55,4:30) 7:10,9:40
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:25)
assured that all mail that we
receive will be treated with the [What Dreams May
utmost confidentiality. Your I C o m e - P G - 1 3
name will never be used.
Daily: (1:45,4:20) 7:05,9:45
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:20)
We will do our best to
answer all your questions as |A Night at the
quickly as possible. You can i R o x b u r y - P G - 1 3
usually expect to see your
Daily: (3:10,5:15) 7:25,9:35
Early Shows Fri-Sun: (11:05,1.05)
question in the Pacifican with
in two weeks. As always, if [There's Something
you feel the need to speak with [About Mary - R
a counselor about your situa
Fri-Sun: (11:45) 10:05
Mon-Thur: (2:30) 10:05
tion, please call 946-2225.
^Friday -Thursday 10/30 - 11/5

Election 98

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3 POLLS OPEN 7AM-8P]
On \i>\ i inlvi 3 California polls will open for 13 hours
to registered voters. In San Joaquin County there are nearly
- tO,(XK( registered voters Each vote is an important and influential voice in California politics. As election reformation is

pending, voters will have an increased responsibility in determining their political constituents. As part of mission to better inform UOP students and community readers, The Pacifican
has provided a compact review of California's propisitions.

Proposition 1A Proposition 3

Proposition 6

Proposition 9

Criminal law. Prohibition on
slaughter of horses and sale
of horsemeat for human con
sumption.
• Yes - Consuming and sell
ing of horsemeat would be
illegal.
• No - Slaughter and con
sumption of horsemeat
would be legal.

Electric Utilities
• Yes - Newly structured
power companies would not
be allowed to charge cus
tomers for certain nuclear
costs, and ensures a 10%
reduction rate.
• No - Industry charges resi
dential and small commer
cial customers to repay
bonds.

Class-size reduction:
Kindergarten through uni
versity public-education
facilities bond act.
• Yes - Funds for school use
only. Improve older schools,
build new ones, wire build
ings for technology, and
make them safer lor earth
quakes.
• No - Bonds cost tax pay
ers more than up-front
spending.

Partisan presidential prima
ry elections
• Yes - Open ballots for vot
ers who want to vote for
presidential delegates not
affiliated with their regis
tered party would be denied.
• No - Access to cross party
lines to vote for presidential
delegates in a primary elec
tion would be allowed.

Proposition 1

Trapping practices Bans use
of specified traps and animal
poisons.
• Yes - Bans many trapping
and poisoning practices,
state employees are exempt.
• No - Trappers and hunters
would be free to use two
specific poisons and other
methods.

Property taxes on contami
nated property.
• Yes - Property owners can
transfer the assessed value
to a different property,
allowing for lower property
taxes. Transferred properties
would not be appraised at
market value".
• No - Property would be
appraised at market value,
and not as environmentally
contaminated.

Proposition 2
Transportation funding.
• Yes - Specific transporta
tion costs would be fol
lowed.
• No - Loans would be
made from state transporta
tion funds to the General
Fund.

Proposition 4

Proposition 5
Tribal-state gaming com
pacts; tribal casinos.
• Yes - State must comply
with Indian tribes conduct
ing gambling on state land.
• No - State would be
allowed to negotiate with
Indian tribes.

Proposition 7
Air-quality-improvement tax
credits.
• Yes - Tax credits through
201Q for projects reducing
emissions of pollutants.
• No - Direct programs
would not be established to
reduce emissions.

Proposition 8
Public schools: permanent
class-size reduction; parentteacher councils; teacher credentialing; pupil suspension
for drug possession; chief
inspector's office.
• Yes - Prevents the state
from reducing funding to
class size supporters.
• No - Most changes would
not be made that were
included in the Yes portion.

Proposition 10

UOP voting
population

Survey of achi
voters

State and county early-child
hood development pro
grams. Additional tobacco
surtax.
• Yes - increase of excise tax
on cigarettes would fund
early childhood develop
ment programs.
• No - New early childhood
development programs
would not start because of
inadquate funds.

Proposition 11
Local sales- and use-tax rev
enue sharing.
• Yes - A two-thirds vote
would be necessary for a
governing body to pass city
and county sales tax rev
enue-sharing contracts.
• No - Only a majority
would be recquired to pass
city and county contracts for
revenue sharing.

Political part
affiliation

Internet election information
http:/ / www.politicalaccess.com
ftp. / / www.capi taolalert.com
http:/ / www.sachee.con,/^^

%

http: / / www.smartvoter.org
Search for current and the most re*****.; t
keyword
tirecent information using
usi
keywords:
Elections or Politics
Researching individual l

A Pacifican survey
revealed that only
of the campus votes
and only 35% of 1
voters consider tnin
selves informed-

San Joaquin

Coup1

atio"
voter inform'

tio'
Voter Regis**!
(209)468^28^

ALENDAR

URA Z.AMANSKY
LALENDAR EDITOR

146-2114

Thursday
29, 1998

ln8|October

-On I

min Joaquin Business
•k mound I and San
g^B><K/Min Partnership

V

pi'ical Issues Conference
day

IcCaffrey Center
keatre and Presidents
im

fgers in Tennies
I - 8:30 pm
|lj 946-2UOP for info

Spanos Center

8:30 pm
Ication: Book Nook
111 466-0194

laxwell's Bookmark
jma Luz Villanueva

30 pm
Ication: UOP/ Mexican
Pritage Center
111 466-0194

[axwell's Bookmark

Friday
ctober 30, 1998

ccer with CSV
ayward

Neo Hipsters
Blues/ Rock
8:00- 11:00 pm
call 464-2739

Valley Brewing
Company

HAPPY
HALLOWEEN!!!
Robert San Souci
11:00 am
Location: Poet's Corner
call 466-0194
Maxwell's Bookmark

Storytime with
Musician Bob Hobbs
11:00 am
Location: Poet's Corner
call 466-0194

Maxwell's Bookmark

) pm
111 946-2UOP

Lucky Diaz and The
High Rollers

lagg Memorial
ladium
i rdjieff Disscussion
foup
1

Straight No Chaser
8:00 - 11:00 pm
Location: Poet's Corner
call 466-0194
Maxwell's Bookmark

Saturday
O c tober 31, 1998

Iterary Society

/•

Location: Gallery
call 466-0194
Maxwell's Bookmark

- 7:00 pm

Blues to Swing
8:00 - 11:00 pm
call 464-2739

Catholic Mass
9:30 pm

Morris Chapel
Soccer with Portland
State
12:00 pm
call 946- 2UOP

Stagg Stadium
Men's Water Polo with
Pepperdine
12:00 pm

Chris Kjeldson Pool

Tuesday
November 3, 1998

7:00 - 9:00 pm

Raymond Common
Room
Folk Dance and Swing
7:30 - 9:30 pm
call 847-4439

South Campus Gym

Thursday
Novembers, 1998
Spaeaker: Lillian
Tenazas
12:00 pm

Wendell Phillips Center
Albright Auditroium

If you
have any
brains at all,
youll be aware
of the danger
of depression.
OfijStBSicjfl >>i y stipOFC'SSSXI of brain
aotiv-ty trails <5sr? sfnka yfrycK' It's
powerful itVewvstest. sisxl« Hste
. m.atso«««%
Ute
tmctettHy tmatabte. Aw mat's
something everyone sfKxicr know.

t/tV T Rf ATt O

OB r>RB SStON
ht1p;//www.sAve.org

Tuesday World Forum
Biology Professor Richard
Tenaza
12:00 pm
call 946-2650

Bechtel International
Center
Campus Apolistic
Fellowship
Bible Study
7:00 pm

SouthWest Dormitory

Wednesday
November 4, 1998

Classifieds
•all skill levels! Ask us how! (517) 336-4164 ext.A60431.
lRpr^t"ee-dfd el.e.m'' hs subiects- Earn $15-20/hr. Jack or Joan (408) 227-6685.
Jreal
M^ ***** COmPany Need basic
skills, will train in
|T]]. ,
' d ; C a l 1 Elvera at Century 21 Properties unlimiiiited 952-4333.
Pays $H+/hr. Call (888) 328-PREP.

Delta Blood Banks
Halloween Blood Drive
October 16-31
* 17 or older

ForSale

* Must be at least HORm.

St™

November 1, 1998

Graduate Symposium

Valley Brewing
Company

Giving Blood isn't
Tricky, and
We'll Treat you to a
Pumpkin

•Good Health

Sunday

THE PACIFICAN
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For more information Call
800-244-6794

MODESTO
^SteaSwi® 'MWL^yeiM,

MANTECA

I1987T
Call (530) 824-3197.
y
a
|& more M80^ /n2r!'^ <?n,(Lowner'extra ciean' fullyloaded<
^800/ OBO Call 477-9737 or 473-0420.

I
tires, power everything
I

-^T
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Top Ten

THE

PACIFICAN

LIVING

HOLLY CACCIAPAGj
Staff Writer

10) Man in a ski
mask
9) Person
covered by a
sheet

7) A soldier
6) At least one of
the Back Street
Boys

Kelly Hampson, for a fabulous cause while in an unflattering pose, blows into the
provided breathahzer to discover the effects of alcohol after eleven shots of a select
ed beverage. As a participant, Hampson allowed herself to become intoxicated not
1ust for a good time, but to demonstrate the dangers of alcohol through a series of
sobriety'tests. After walking a straight line, breathing into a tube, and touching her
mmM , fCr eyCS
! H j , n p s o n c a n rest assured her momentary lapse in judg
ment was for an important cause: Staying sober.

JULIE ANTON
Staff Writer

! i'

4) The Spice
Girls, or at least
Baby Spice
3) The scary guy
from Scream
2) mmm...Hanson
1) Chucky...and
maybe his bride

\

There are many
restaurants in Stocktoi
you haven't made it noil
Pacific for Chinese yoi
have missed what I cof
to be the best Chinese to
our area, recently
ed I might add.
My friend and
with my absolute
appetizer of all time-If
pacific fried wontons!
this gets kind of i
because for some thevl
appear in the menu!
must be because they I
good that if they were
menu they would run*
hour after opening!
restaurant. These H
are filled with crab nutfj
cream cheese. Sound I
They're not, they re J
cious. Of course you'd!
See Chinese,

Crazy about Cowboy Mouth's "Mercylam

5) Bill and
Monica

Compiled by
Ki.i Jorgensen

94k

The best!
Chinese!
Stockton

Top 10
Halloween
costumes you
know you will
see this year
(unfortunately)

8) T-shirt
glowing with
"this is my
costume"

KIAJ08,
LIVING [•

Cowlroy Mouth is garanteed to make you smile.

After selling over 175,00
albums and playing over 450
live appearances, the members
of Cowboy Mouth know no
limitations. But don't let their
down-home name fool you.
The distinguished
group
Cowboy Mouth is far from a
performance at the O.K
Corral.
More than just a bunch of
oral cavities, the band was
named after a 1971 play by
Sam Shepard and Patti Smith
Cowboy Mouth hails all the
way from New Orleans, one of
America's most diverse cities.
And it is apparent after listent0 their newest album
Mercyland" that this diversity
•s a celebrated part of who thev
fro as a musical group.
"Mercyland" is truly an

awesome CD. The bop'
Mouth combine both
and fierce compo^
music that make to'
notch album. "Why *
Do Me?" starts this
right with a melody tW.
give Gin Blossoms oo
Than Ezra a run L
money. "Mercyland ^
vides listeners with g
such as "Turn Me
vocals that are simHf'
Eagles, and "CraA y
which could eaSI ^ j
movie screens a J
America. Although
Mouth hasn t sl8
soundtrack deaIs
already compete^' j
of the "Reality
track and other
albums.
Band members '^
LeB1^
°°c>:
See

] fit*

LIVING
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lAjA

Ihinese

ntinued from page 14

ej

I like cheese. So now that I
1 you in on this little secret
lull have to take advan

tage of it.
Next, we tried the wonton
soup. It costs $3.50 for a two
person serving. This soup
consists of a very tasty broth,
shrimp, and pork wontons.

si

I TV I

[e Peking Restaurant on Pacific Avenue.

For the rest of our dinner
we tried the garlic chicken,
pork fried rice, and the veg
etable chow mein. I had the
choice between stir fried and
deep fried for the garlic
chicken. Besides garlic and
chicken the dish also had
water chestnuts and green
onions, together in a tasty
sauce.
The pork fried rice could
make a meal all by itself. If
you don't like pork you can
have fried rice made with
beef, shrimp, chicken, or a
combination of all of them.
When 1 ordered the veg
etable chow mein I wasn't
too sure if I'd like it. I'm not

PAGE 15

crazy about vegetarian dish
es, maybe I'm assuming they
will lack flavor along with
the meat. How wrong I was!
The plethora of vegetables
was most agreeable. This has
become a must every time I
go. I love those noodles!
Peking's poultry dishes,
pork dishes, mu shu dishes,
and beef dishes are all
around $6.75. The seafood
dishes are around $8.50 and
the chow mein is around
$4.50.
Peking has dinner ideas
already put together that
cost $9.00 to $9.50 per per
son. They also offer a few
lighter choices cooked with

out oil, starch, or sugar.
Between
11:00am
and
3:00pm Peking offers lunch
specials for around $5.
Next time you're in the
mood for Chinese give
Peking a try, and don't for
get about the pan pacific
fried wontons. Yummy!!

(

Peking, Mandarin and
Szechuen cuisine
Address: 7555 Pacific
Avenue, 957-0617
Hours: ll:Q0am-10:00pm
seven days a week
Delivery: $2.00 fee and $12
minimum order
Payment: accept credit
cards and ATM

verbearing obsolescence: "Soldier" raises issue
ELISSA DURKIN
bff Writer

generation of genetically
lanced and brutally condiied military soldiers are
ng replaced by a new
lodel" of superior fighting
ichines. All this takes place
letime in the well known
t-too-distant/not-so-far off
ire where the universe is
battlefield.
.haracterized by massive
|s, extreme pyrotechnics,
the largest vehicles (how'r unnecessary) ever creatfor a film, "Soldier" is the
ler Brothers' space meloima featuring Sergeant
d O-POS 3465 (Kurt
ssell), the lone gunfighter
10 is abandoned on a
bage disposal planet after
is no longer a high tech
iterpiece and he becomes
descent.
benevolent community
stranded civilians adopt
d and both fear and
ipathize with him. Todd is
ntually exiled from the
>up because of his Vietnamepisodes, his military fall|t. But, when the superior
Idiers
land
on
this
:ergalactic Dumpster for
•ir first unmerciful training
incise, it is he who protects
•m from the invaders.
[This movie is not the typiaction flick. It is dark and
ing and entirely withit comic relief. However, it

dops
arrnmmnHjto a comic
does accommodate
book style with the big hero
figure plastered and looming
over the artificial backdrop
with the explosions in the
background.
For the action buff,
"Soldier" carries a lot of
punching and senseless shoot
ing aimed right at the viewer.
Background explosions are
prevalent. But, there is noth
ing innovative about the
3

CATM1 f

action sequences. They are
short, brutal, and tensionless.
As for Russell, he portrays
the silent, serious, trauma
tized action figure in a rugged,
yet expressive manner. His
character lacks depth though.
He is a man of few emotions
who will learn to "feel" more.
The movie also appears a
bit like a cliche at times.
Thoughts of "Star Wars",
"Terminator", and "Blade
O/—•-« /-*»-*

' I'1

T~»

//

.

»

%

Runner" come to mind. The
allusions to the Garden of
Eden, its snake, water and
rebirth, and Cain are just a bit
overdone. Caine, Todd's rival,
receives retribution in this
film.
Overall, "Soldier" is about
more than mere action and
raises issues about genetics,
human obsolescence, and the
military industrial complex.
However, it fails to examine

.

.

the society behind this futur
istic world. Perhaps that is
left for you, the audience.
Soldier-Action Adventure
Science Fiction
Stamng: Kurt Russell,
Jason Scott Lee, Jason Isaacs,
Connie Nielsen, and Gary
Busey
Director: Paul Anderson
Rating: R
99 minutes

4th Annual

http://pacifican.uop.edu
• Get the latest Pacifican
news before the
printed version
• Send us e-mail

fYOTIC f&OTJC
WAttOWffN
BASH
Will be rocking Hand Hall Lawn from
9PM to 1AM Halloween night
To be hefct in Main Campus GYM in event of indement weather

Midnight Cash
Costume Contest
Live DJ Video
Dance Party
UPM - 1AM

Win Q<RpOV<Y
Prizes

HUGE

MOVIE

SCREENING OF

SCREAjyi
Starts *t 9PM

See You There!!!

• Check for job openings

i Brought to you by

food! raffle!
Mocktails!

r

LIVING
Book review

A tale
for al
MARJORIE M. CHASE
Staff Writer
This is a definite must
for the children's library.
Cendrillon, written in
English but also contain
ing words from the
French Creole by Robert
D. Sans Souci, is a magica
island
version
of
Cinderella that creates
new imagery for a time
less fairy tale.
A very interesting fea
ture of the book for the
adult reader was the
author's use of the French
Creole language through
out the story. As a multilinguist, 1 found this to be
a very interesting and
educational
feature
because the author also
includes a pronunciation
guide to the Creole lan
guage in the glossary.
Adapted from the origi
nal Cinderella version but
told by a fairy godmother
who grew up working as
a blanchisseuse, this story
is definitely flavored with
French Creole traditions.
This can be seen in the
lively illustrations that
take you to a magical,
fairy-island setting com
plete with traditional
West Indies attire amid
palm trees and slurry
nights in the Mer des
Antilles.
Another fun feature for
children were some of the
descriptions used by the
author such as "toes like
sausages" and "embroi
dered slipper".
This
added a unique cultural
aspect to the story.
This is a good book for
everyone to enjoy that is
sure to educate and
enlighten adults as well as
children. It is a fairy tale
that can take you to warm
days and sultry nights of
the Caribbean while you
nestle by the fire in the
coming winter months.

THE PACIFII

UOP's top 100 favorite movies
COMPILED BY JULIAN ZABALBEASCOA

7 7 ) My Fair Lady (1964)

1

1)Star Wars (1977)
2) Bravehcart (1995)
3) Titanic (1997)
4) Forrest Gump (1994)
5) Return of the ledi (1983)
6) Saving Private Ryan (1998)
7) The Empire Strikes Back (1980)
8) Pulp Fiction (1994)
9) Grease (1978)
10) Gone with the Wind (1939)
11) Good Will Hunting (1997)
12) Pretty Woman (1990)
13) The Sound of Music (1965)
14) Apocalypse Now (1979)
15) Austin Powers (1997)
16) If s a Wonderful Life (1946)
17) Schindler's List (1993)
18) The Godfather (1972)
19) Citizen Kane (1941)
20) Dirty Dancing (1987)
21) A Clockwork Orange (1971)
22) Goodfellas (1990)
23) The Wizard of Gz (1939)
24) The Princess Bride (1987)
25) Casablanca (1942)
26) Singin' in the Rain (1952)
27) One Flew Over the Cuckoo's

Nest (1975)
28) L.A. Confidential (1997)
29) Psycho (1960)
30) The Silence of the Lambs
(1991)
31) Top Gun (1986)
32) Tombstone (1993)
33) Monty Python and the Holy
Grail (1975)'
34) Scarface (1983)
35) There's Something About
Mary (1998)
36) Seven (1995)
37) The Rock (1996)
38) Beauty and tire Beast (1992)
39) Steel Magnolias (1989)
40) The Godfather Part II (1974)
41) The Graduate (1967)
42) E.T. (1982)
43) Rear Window (1954)
44) Trainspotting (19%)
45) The Lion King (1994)
46) The Little Mermaid (1991)
47) Rockv (1976)
48) Tire English Patient (19%)
49) Ferris Bueller's Day Off (1986)
50) Face-Off (1997)

51) Annie Hail (1977)
52) Full Metal Jacket (1986)
53) Terminator 2 (1991)
54) Field of Dreams (1989)
55) Doctor Zhivago (1%5)
56) On the Waterfront (1954)
57) Raging Bull (1980)
58) Dr. Strangelove (1964)
59) As Good As It Gets (1997)
60) Chinatown (1974)
61) Vertigo (1958)
62) Amistad (1997)
63) My Best Friend's Wedding
(1997)
64) Platoon (1986)
65) laws (1975)
66) Swingers (19%)
67) Boogie Nights (1997)
68) Dances with Wolves (1990)
69) The Quiet Man (1952)
70) Dead Poet's Society (1989)
71) The Breakfast Club (1985)
72) Better Off Dead (1985)
73) The Maltese Falcon (1941)
74) Touch of Evil (1958)
75) Fargo (19%)
76) Manhattan (1979)

78) Dumb & Dumber (19951
79) Crimson Tide (1995)
80) Taxi Driver (1976)
81) Blazing Saddles (1974)
82) This Is Spinal Tap (1984) '
83) Lawrence of Arabia (1962;
84) The Good, the Bad, and the|
Ugly (1966)
85) Raiders of the Lost Ark (19|
86) The Natural (1984)
87) The Shawshank Redempfa
(1994)
88) The Piano (1993)
89) Brazil (1985)
90) Babe (1995)
91) Cinema Paradiso (1988)
92) Westside Story (1%1)
93) Apollo13 (1995)
94) Heat (1995)
95) Twelve Monkeys (1995) :
%) Monty Python's The Life ot ]
Brian (1979)'
97) Rush Hour (1998)
98) Reservoir Dogs (1992)
99) Edward Scissorhands (19901|
100) The Wedding Singer (1998)1

The idea for UOP's Official
lop 1(K) Best Movies arose
when the American Film
Institute (AFI) released their
list of the 100 Best American
movies ever made. Many stu
dents complained the list did
not include their favorites, so
the Pacifiean started handing
out ballots to UOP students
asking their ten favorite
movies of all time. Over 500
ballots were handed out to the
students in film classes, mar
keting and natural science
classes, some of the quads, and
tire Padfican published a collunn asking tor contributions
via e-mail.

For the last three weeks
votes have been tallied and we
are pleased to say that we have
compiled UOPs Official 100
Best Movies List. The final cut
is sure to be controversial, yet
these are your votes and hopetolly we won't be getting too
much heat for this list.
As it should come to no sur
prise, Star Wars captured the
#1 spot with ease. Coming in
second and third were two
epics, Braveheart and Titanic.
Steven Spielberg's powerful
WWII film Saving Private
Rvan narrowly beat out the
middle installment of tire Star
Wars trilogy. Also a surprise is

the placing of Citizen Kane
(19), the film which holds the
#1 spot on AFl's Top 100 List.
Forty of the movies on AFl's
Top 100 list also appear on this
list. Twenty-two movies on
this list have won the Best
Picture award at the Academy
Awards. Excluding the two
Monty Python films, only one
foreign film made the list:
Italy's Cinema Paradiso (91).
The oldest movies on the list
were both from 1939, Gone
with the Wind (10) and The
Wizard of Oz (23). The most
recent film on the list is the
lackie Chan-Chris Tucker com
edy Rush Hour (97). Harrison

Ford appeared in the mos
movies on the list (1, 5,7,1'
85) and Diane Keaton (18, •
51, 76) is the actress
appeared in the most movie
Steven Spielberg directed si>
the movies on the list,
directors were tied for i
place, each directed
movies.
So, there you are. As ott
as it can get these are f
best movies ever
according to you, the sti
Check out some of the 1
on your list. The only
list with Austin P°
between Apocalypse
and It's a Wonderful Life-

„Cowbo
>y
Continued from page 14
Sanchez on guitar, John
Thomas Griffith on lead gui
tar, and Rob Savoy on bass.
Other fantastic instruments
include keyboards, pedal
steel, and the mandolin, all
courtesy of Griffith. For Paul
Sanchez, "Mercyland" is the
figurative place where he likes
to go to play and where he
hopes fares find the band at
their best and truly hear them.
All band members con
tribute to the lyrics and vocals,
especially
LeBlanc
and
Sanchez. While LeBlanc's

voice sounds fresh and
unique, Sanchez comes across
as a wannabe Paul Simon,
especially in the song "Great
Wide Open World."
With its combination of talt nt and charm. Cowboy
Mouth grabs audiences at full
producer
volume. Their
Michael Barbiero knows talent
when he hears it. He has also
produced Counting Crows
and Guns & Roses.
Cowboy Mouth leaves
nothing to be desired for on
"Mercyland." So get to record
stores now for a guaranteed
gratifying musical experience.

LAURALEE'S
Family Barber
Tanning & Toning £

464-5916

H.11r Styling, Perm*. By

Tan& Tone
regDaily Visits
with ad S 3.95*
reg
10 Visits
with ad $29.95'
' Month Unltd.
with ad S49.95*
ret
As* annul our student dttcounb.
incudvsl RLE use of inch-k»>s Umtng and fcbKv,equtpment

Family Haircuts

Men's and Ladies
Children's
Perms (any length)

reg- *
with ad $8.00
reg.S
with ad S5.00
-t»ndiii"iij>*# reg-S

Hair & Tanning Products
!

-

ru.
£....
Choose irom wide selection 25% OFF with tX

^303 W. Alpine Ave. (near campus)
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The
junior
Mint
|ALEX ZAMANSKY

1962; I |News Editor
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Going to List week's vol
leyball game against Stanford
was very exciting as well as
entertain
In
ing.
particular 1
would like
to
com
ment on a
c e r t a i n

individual
in the pepband.
1
couldn't see her face, but 1
could see the antlers she was
wearing on her forehead.
Don t ask me why she was
wearing antlers, she just was.
It must have been working
for Iter as she was getting her
groove on when the talented
keyboard player was playing
solo and making the place
"bump." Why have a halftime show when we have tal
ented performers like these?
If I offended anyone in a
previous week's JM concern
ing the word "people" I am
apologetic Try and remem
ber that this is just humor
and very often times things
tend to be a tad exaggerated.
No harm is meant. Anyway, 1
went back to Dave Wong's
and I received an extra help
ing of his famous fried rice.
What I find to be one of the
many deep and thought-pro
voking mysteries of the uni
verse is why women enjoy
flowers so much. I under
stand the beauty aspect.
Some flowers even smell
good.
To me, the best
smelling plant is the mint
leaf. Perhaps if someone
handed me a bouquet of mint
leaves, I would feel that mys
tical sensation women have
with flowers. Or maybe it's
just a "girl thing" I can never
understand. Kinda like the
whole chocolate thing, but
that s another story reserved
for the folks over in the sci
ence department.

i

Horrorscopes

Aquarius
(January 20 to February 18)
Partnership interests are gloomi
ly highlighted. T>on't be discour
aged with your qSreef slump,
you'll only be in. the unemploy
ment line for aiewH'ears.

Geminyouri
(May 21 to June 20) Despite the
fact that one friend may be difficult
to get a king vftth, there is more
good than bad in store focyou now.
Afterall, that whole terrorist tiling
never worked out for you

Livera
(September 2d to October 22)
Happiness comes through a
friendship this week, too bad
you don't have attv friends. A
group activity should get your
mind off that pesky death thing.

Peskies
(February 19 to March 20)
Dealings with morticians are
favored this week. Still, you
could have words with a friend
about a deathly Wanner. Going
out in public is not recommended.

Cancer
(June 21 to July 22) Financial
developments this week are nega
tive, and you rnayTyive some diffi
culty finding the right words to
make ) ottrseff appear intelligent.
Don't let a resentment take hold.

Scarpio
(October 23 to October 22)
You'll want to spend some time
with a pet hobby, family doesn't
like your right now. It's possible
they found the decaying body.

Arteries

Taurup

(March 21 to April 19) Pleasure
outings and travel are not favored
this week. You'll hav e fuck in deal
ings with butchers, but lyou may
feel that some am lop, pushy and
putting you in a sticky situation.

(April 20 to May 20) You have
some good luck going for you this
week. Don't spoil it by becoming
injured Or dead. Cnreer develop
ments fiop, but keep an eye open
for that McDonald's internship.

Letgo

Days of Our
Lives

(August 23 to September 22)
The career break you've been wait
ing for won't Come, financial
prospects improve now. but you're
over spread 111 your search for
good times, and ant actual life.

Sadittarius

Capi
pripcorn

(November 22 to December
21) This week promises to bring
you difficult times, guard against
impulsive spending. You and a
child may see a matter different
ly, slap him silly and set him

General
Hospital

(December 22 to January 19)
Bad luck is with you in finan
cial matters this week, be alert
for new career openings. A dis
play of moodiness works for

you-

* 4am

The Young and
the Restless

Havley was furious that
Sami realized Kate may
Stefan hired Jerry to help
On the flight to Denver,
Gillian defended Raquel's have been at the scene of
him hide some of Nikolas' Neil, Victor and Jack dis
claim on Mateo.
When Franco's shooting. Billie
funds. Tony told Bobbie he cussed Brad's request to join
Nathan refused to testify told Erlie she lied about
planned to prove jerry set the the company. MeanwJrile,
about Kit, Edmund suggested baby Georgia's death. A
warehouse fire. Emily con Sharon made plans to leave
a DNA test on her mother's stunned
Vivian
saw firmed Alan, not Katherine, Nick. After Kay was ordered
body. Palmer fired Braden for Jonesy's reflection in her
stole Monica's bracelet. Liz to leave the house, Nikki
keeping Dixie's secret.
mirror.
took a follow-up HIV test.
suggested Kay hire Michael.

STOPBY AND SEE US!

Bienvenidos Amigos To:

TEPA TAQUERIA
REAL MEXICAN

FAST f O O D

• Tacos
• Tamales
• Tortas
• Combinaciones
• Nachos
• Quesadillas
• Camarones • Enchiladas
• Burritos
• Hot Plates
• Carnitas
• Menudo y Birria Sat. & Sun.

mm/mm (hum workshop]

m
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WHmm
footwear

©
A.RWALK

\o£gjan0's
3B3 Lincoln Center
i

951-5581

i

Virtigo

(July 23 to August 22) A family
member could be in a quarrelsome
mood, perhaps this is the perfect
time to mention vour arrest. Bad
news copies from a distance,
Uncle Charlie didn't make it.

Soap Opera Updates
All My
Children

11

1205 W. March Lane
Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 476-8802
Open Daily 10:00 AM TO 9:00 PM
College Square Shopping Center
NEXT TO MERVYN'S

10% OFF

11

SPORTS

P AGE 18

Water polo_

Aimee Tomasso shows off her blazing speed in field hockey action against Stanford.

Field Hockey

Cardinal smacks Tigers
THE PACIFICAN

10:30 in the first half. Stanford, scramble to score for the Tigers
which had 21 penalty comers as time had expired while both
Dominating doesn't begin to on the day, spread the scoring
teams played out a penalty
describe Stanford's perfor around with a different player stroke.
mance last Saturday against scoring all five of their goals.
Pacific (4-6) rebounded the
Pacific.
SU widened its lead to 4-0 next day at Davis, defeating
The Cardinal showed why
UCD 143. Wright scored the
it's the top team in the
ond
half
on
a
only
goal in a redemption win
Pacific
i3
NorPac Conference by
Monique
Leroux
over
the Aggies who had beat
beating Pacific 5-1. Stanford
5
goal off an assist by en Pacific on Sep. 26.
Carey Cloyd. Lissy Goralnik's
This weekend Pacific will try
Stanford's first goal three min goal pushed the "Tree's"
to scare another win out of
utes into the game and the advantage to 5-0 with 22:00 left
California at Berkeley on
Tigers never challenged in a in the game.
Halloween before returning
non-conference matchup.
Pacific was outshot 42-2 by home for an exhibition against
Sarah Medeiros added to the Stanford (10-5 overall). Sarah
UC Santa Barbara on Nov. 1 at
lead with a Cardinal goal with Wright found the ball in a
Brookside at 1 p.m.
O

III

Men's Club Soccer

Continued from page 20
California scored in the
fourth sudden death peri
od.
"In my 19 years of water
polo, I have never seen four
sudden death periods,"
head coach Courtney Porter
said after the game. "It was
unbelievable."
The Tigers were a tough
team the entire game, main
taining a lead until the
fourth period.
Roman
Yegiants led the Tiger
offense sinking consecutive
two-pointers, while Daniel
Satchkov and Cody Cannon
posted two and one goals
respectively.
Pacific goalkeeper Ryan
Brown seemingly had no
problem with the extended
game posting an awesome
21 saves. Peter Kiefer, the
Golden Bears goalie, could
only muster eight saves
against the Tiger offense.
The officiating did come
into question during the
overtime periods. Daniel
Satchkov had
a
goal
removed when a foul was
called.
"After a game the losing
team will often blame the
officials for the loss,"
Satchkov mused, "but we
had four guys pulled in one
period and they didn't have
any."
Coach Porter seemed to

Pacific goes into playoffs
STEVE CABRAL
Staff Writer

On Friday Pacific played tal
ented Utah State, who beat
Weber State by the same score
the Tigers lost to them, 5-1.
Pacific did not have the tal
ent that Utah State had but
they played with a lot of heart
and sacrificed their bodies to
keep the Aggies from scoring.
At the end of the first half the
score was still tied at zero.
The second half was even
more physical than the first
and the Tigers came out with a
lot of emotion as junior Brian
Ferrera charged downfield fly
ing past the defense. When it
looked like the defense

stopped his attack, Pacific
senior Marvin Frankel ripped a
goal, putting the Tigers up 1-0.
Pacific rode this through the
second half as they kept dodg
ing bullets while keeping the
Aggies scoreless.
The physical play also
picked up as senior Noah
Gold-Jacobson collided with
the Utah State goalie who had
to leave the game. Freshman
Josh Cook played a physical
game but got a second yellow
card in the second half which
resulted in his ejection, and
Pacific played a man down the
remainder of the game.
With only a couple of min
utes left the Aggies made an
illegal throw-in which was not

called, result
ing in a scram
ble in front of
the net. In the
confusion from
the
no-call,
Utah State was
able to knock
in the goal that
tied the game
at 1-1, which
was the final
score.
_ —
"Our goalie Pacific tied Utah State 1-1 last weekend.
came up big for us but we bowl. The win improved the
should have came away with a Tigers' record to 9-2-1 and will
win," Ferrera said after the go to Los Angeles this week
game. Gabe Rose-Gonzales end for the first round play
tended goal for the Tigers.
offs.
On Saturday Pacific beat
If they win, they move on to
Sierra Nevada 3-0 in a mud- Regionals in Las Vegas.

THE P

share this sentiment
the Tigers suffereci .
out on a questional,!

"It was a tough
Porter said. "Somet:,,
to win and somef
to lose. We just did:
out on top."
Coach Porter a:
Tigers (6-11 overa,
head to UC Davis re
non-conference ma
Halloween.
California 8, Pacific 7
1
California

2

3 4 0!

O 3 O 3 1

Pacific
2 2 3 1
SD SD SD SD F
0

O

I

0 0

0

0

0

—

Scoring:
Pacific: Roman Yegiyan:
Daniel Satchkov 2, Cod;
Cannon 1.
California: Jerry Smith Hazor 2, Mike West 3, A Won, Spencer Dornin 1, R.
Arrovo 1.
Each A represents a two-p
goal scored.
Goalie saves: Pacific-21 (KBrown 21)
Califomia-8 (Peter Kiefo-

TEAM LEGE.N
SCREENPRINTi

EMBROIDEK
T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETPENS, KEYCHAIN'S. &'

BRING IN THIS
RECIEVE 5° C ;
BEST PRICES IN
JOIN US AT OUR NEW L
4627 E. FREMONT,!
469-2474 FAX:469

Y'

HEWS
COtKT

Where You Can Throw Your \ -

Stockton's Best Kep:
Tues: $1 tequilla:
Wed: $2 MillersSouth Par
at 10:00 P*
Thurs: $1 Bud-

Party on the Week
(209) 941-4272
1328 E. Harding Way • Stock:.

PA
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omen's Volleyball

acific grounds Roadrunners
[IE PACIFICAN

Due to the unusual weather this past weekend
the Intramural Softball Tournament was rained
out and will be replayed at the later date of
November 7.
Bowling entries have opened as of Oct. 19. All
entries will be due November 6 at 3:00 pm.
The 3-on-3 Basketball entries have opened as of
Oct. 26. All entries will be due November 14 at
3:00pm.
IM Indoor Soccer Update
After further review by the IM staff there will
be no champion in the Men's 'A' League due to
the low sportsmanship ratings of both partici
pants.

I t was a good weekend for
Imen's volleyball,
pill nursing broken hearts
the Stanford loss last
the Tigers traveled
I the University of North
and New Mexico State
weekend leaving past
es behind.
Friday's match against
rth Texas was an easy
game sweep with
of 15-7, 15-12, and 15the Eagles in
and hour and a

*

Intramural Update

Corner

Pacific with 10
Is and 20 total attacks was
'or Tracy Chambers folclosely by Danielle
i and Jennica Smith
eight kills on
Tiger defense con- with scores of 15-4, 15-4 and
to the slaughter a brutal 15-2 third game to
team 6.5 team finish off the Roadrunners.
Eagles' 1.
The dynamic force of
Texas was the low- Smith, Sara Branson and
standing team in the Stegemann played the role of
Division of the Big Wily Coyote smashing the
conference with a Roadrunners with an anvil
of only 3-16 overall
New Mexico St. 4 4
0-9 conference. New
Pacific
15 15
State wasn't much
at only 3-7 in confer- of 30 kills between them.
standings and 6-17 Pacific also led with total
team blocks 5-3.
numbers were ugly,
Tiger volleyball hits the
three-game win on road again this weekend
was a little more playing Cal State Fullerton
The Tigers domi- on Friday and UC Irvine this
the one-hour match Saturday.
Fullerton and

Keep them open
Continued from page 20
If the men's club soccer
ed mud. There's something team wins their playoff game
about mud that makes a soc at Long Beach this weekend,
cer game more fun to watch. they can go to Las Vegas for
In that type of situation you the regionals. They will be
don't want to come home having fundraisers very soon
with a clean shirt otherwise so keep your eyes open and
you
look like a sucka.
support your Tigers.
Irvine hold the fifth and six
Athletics
web
site
Gut check time
seats in the Big West Western
Check out the Pacific
Gut check for men's water
Division standings.
web
page: polo: You beat the No. 1 team
Pacific is currently hold Athletics
ing the third place in the Big www.pacifictigers.com just in the nation USC two weeks
West (8-2) behind nationally launched last week. It is full ago, but then lose 10-4 to
ranked No. 7 UC Santa of good stuff and can keep Stanford (getting shut out for
Barbara and No. 1 nationally you up-to-date on the sport three quarters) and 8-7 to Cal
ranked Long Beach ing scene. It's about time in quadruple sudden death.
What's up?
State. The Tigers have a they unveiled this site!
Longest
in
history
Thanks a million, Guido
No. 10 national ranking.
UOP and Cal played two
Men's tennis coach Guido
Notes
Jennica Smith passed the overtimes and four sudden Baumann hooked me up
1,000 kill barrier for her death periods before the with a tennis shirt with the
career in the game at New Golden Bears took the victo new Tiger logo on it. Thanks
Mexico State. She is second ry 8-7. How did the players Guido!
C. Cotton hosts The Beat Down
on the team with 273 kills tread water that long? That
this
season
behind might be the longest colle Show every Tues. from 8-9 p.m. on
giate water polo game in his KPAC (Tiger TV Ch. 2/530 AM on
Stegemann.
tory.
campus!88.3 cable FM).

Big West Women's Volleyball
Conference Overall

rVestern Division

W

L

W

-°ng Beach State

10

0

20

JC Santa Barbara

9

1

20

'acific

8

2

17

cal Poly

6

4

L7C Irvine

3

7

Lai State Fullerton

1

9

Conference Overall

L Western Division
0 Nevada

•

3 Boise State
4 Idaho
•

•

16

j

W L

W

L

7 3 17
•
1
6 4 13

4

5

5

8

12 11

5 New Mexico State
7 17 Utah State

3

7 1

6 17

2

8

6 17

7 14 North Texas

0 10

3 17

Soccer

Continued from page 20
Santa Barbara on Saturday
finishing 7-0-2 in the Big
West.
Tigers led the game with
one goal by Michelle
Gardner during the first half
then quickly scoring another
in the second thanks to Tara
Parker and an assist from
Mariah Metras. Freshman
Monica Pires scored the
final Pacific goal.
The Gauchos recovered
their talents an hour into the
game putting three goals in
the net to tie the game and
save their image. The final

two UCSB goals were shot
in the last minutes of the
game giving the Tigers little
time to recoil and produce a
win. Pacific outshot Santa
Barbara 31-11 overall during
the match.
UOP (12-2-3) finishes the
regular season this weekend
with home matches against
Cal State Hayward on
Friday at 7 p.m. and
Portland State Sunday at
noon.
These games will be
warmups
before
their
NCAA playoff game on
Nov. 11 with site, time and
opponent to be announced.
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Women's Soccer

C. COLTON
Sports Editor
Big West champs

Tiger women's soco
done it! They are officii
Big
West
Coni
Champions. Ever si*
opening 5-1 win overSi
State, I expected great
from this team. Theyaij
matically into the)
Playoffs, for the fiiS
ever. Before that, Pad
finish out the regular!
this weekend again*
State Hay ward this!
and
Portland Stai
Sunday. Both non-cod
games are at Stagg *
and will not affect the
postseason plans.

Get off me!

I'm sick and tired oil
coming up to me aft
me when this or that6
to get some cover#
worry, I'm on top oM»
don't mind sugges ,
some people are a 1
pushy. Some
so impressed with
that they need to ^
selves in the pap1
yourselves!

Take warning
Pacific women s ,
right, you ius(t u°inji
West and you re 5 .
NCAAs but don
this
weekend
Hayward or Pod1'11
Mudball!
I stopped by
soccer game on
^
was treated to so .1
cer. The rain Prt.
dies and the 1
'

anticipates a Golden Bear shot.

See Corf

